Observers: CLJTD
Time: 14:15
Location: SARAP
Air T: -26 °C
Sky: 2
Total Snowpack SWE: 167 mm H2O

Center for Snow and Avalanche Studies
Snowpack Profile
Elev. 11,500 ft
Aspect: NNE
Precip: N/A
Wind: N/A

Observations:
- Dry surface layer
- All dry
- Mixed slush
- Fine facets, small NSF
- Small NNpellets
- Strange crust
- Mixed surface cracking
- Small patches old NSF in pit hole

Notes:
- Fine DEB, min NSF
- Small NSF
- X-Fine particles, few DEB
- Small rounds, early sintering
- Small NNpellets
- Mixed surface cracking
- Small patches old NSF in pit hole

Date: 12/1/15
Profile #: 1
Boot Pen: 31 cm
Prior Pit: # L: 3

V. 12/4/15